
 

 

I want to thank you sincerely for supporting this work. I hope the content on this site proves to be 

useful in instilling some hope and guidance for your family. Below are some tips on how to best 

navigate this subscription site.  

All the video links I’m sharing here are also located on my page, however due to the frustration of 

scrolling all the way down to find these specific items, I’m including direct links here. 

Throughout my page you’ll also notice Q&A Videos. These don’t have accompanying YouTube links, 

so you’ll have to locate them directly on SubscribeStar. I describe a case summary submitted by 

parents (with all identifying information anonymized), and discuss ways to think about the specific 

situation and offer suggestions and advice. As always, these videos are not meant to diagnose or 

prescribe, but instead offer parents some alternative ways to understand what may be happening 

for their children.  

**please do not share any of these videos publicly, on social media, or with other parents 

without my explicit permission 

Here is best places to start: 

First, watch my 2-part introductory series: Responding to your Child’s Trans Announcement 

a. Part 1 - Reaction Styles: https://youtu.be/nrlZhKlB6Z4 

b. Part 2 - Setting Limits: https://youtu.be/ZvcbVnAWpjo 

Next, if you don’t know much about ROGD, affirmation, or the concept of gender identity: 

c. Exploring Identity (short): https://youtu.be/Jzs9c4Mm0kA 

d. Affirmation Model (short): https://youtu.be/Zjv-eDaZNH0   

e. ROGD Parent Talk (long): https://youtu.be/M9dl7AEdEEc 

If you have a son I recommend watching this video about boys (and be sure to look at the notes in 

the YouTube description):  

f. ROGD in Males: https://youtu.be/OOosmRFIEfI 
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If your child is very young or the identity is brand new (within a few months) I recommend looking 

at these:  

g. Young ROGD Teens/Recent Identification: https://youtu.be/uFJMDp4Ntl0 

h. Trans Identity and Pushy Friends: https://youtu.be/fYbmSEXN7W0  

If you have an older teen or young adult, or your child has been identifying as trans for a longer 

time, take a look at this:  

i. Older ROGD Teens/Young Adults: https://youtu.be/qSElGPAkj10 

More on defensiveness:  

j. Beyond Gender: https://youtu.be/a0Sclz0CpUk  

k. Being the Bad Guy when Everyone Else Affirms: https://youtu.be/oTdUf8JL4pA  

 

A note about engagement: 

A digital platform like this allows us to connect and engage with each other in ways otherwise 

impossible. Creating content for parents here has been the best method of sharing information and 

offering parenting strategies, and I am glad to see many of you actively discussing your ideas in the 

comment sections of this account. Being able to pose questions and share your experiences freely 

can also raise complex challenges regarding the best way for me to respond.  

I would like to invite you to share as you are most comfortable, but please bear in mind that I 

won’t be able to respond to complex inquiries left in the comment sections.  

Most of the big decisions facing parents regarding names, pronouns, friends, haircuts, or college 

don’t have simple formulaic answers. To give conscientious responses to those types of questions 

requires deeper conversation and a careful understanding of the wider context and relational 

dynamics in each family.  

That being said, as parents, please feel free to continue sharing your own experiences with one 

another, offering support, and discussing at your comfort level. Know that I’m working diligently to 

create thoughtful content and provide meaningful responses to your important questions.  

 

Thanks for reading,  

 

Sasha  
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